Monday 25th January- We hope this finds you all well and that you will find these suggestions helpful. Please feel free to adapt or extend as you see fit.
Learning intentions: I am
learning to read words with
selected sounds.
Success criteria:
* identify the ‘ch’ digraph
* read and build words with
the ‘ch' digraph.

Learning intentions: I can
order the days of the week,
understand a pictograph and
match analogue and digital
o'clock times.
Success criteria:
*order days of the week.
*answer questions about a
pictograph.
*play games to match o'clock
times in digital and analogue.
Learning intention: I am learning
about Scottish traditions and why
we celebrate Burns Night.
Success criteria:
* to use colour and art skills to
create pattern.

Literacy: Phonics
This week we are learning the digraph ‘ch’. A digraph is where 2 sounds together make a separate sound. Listen to the Jolly phonics ‘ch’ song like we
would in class. Click here for ch words and the jolly phonics song Can you sing along at home and perform the ‘ch’ action? In the classroom channel
find Mrs Howl on another adventure with Mr Crocky Croc and Charlie Chimp on a ‘ch’ picnic. On this channel you will also find Miss Whitehead's 'ch
clip' where she will be going over how to write ch and how to building ch words. On the slide below find today's 'ch' words to practise reading and
building.
Medium: Read and build the words containing 'ch' from the slide. Try finding the tricky words in the sentences too.
Hot: Read the words and sentences from the slide and try writing the words beginning with 'ch'.
Spicy: Read and write the 'ch' words from the slide, have a go at reading the sentences too. Can you create and write one of your own sentences
containing a 'ch' word and the tricky word 'was' or 'saw'? Try sounding out the letters yourself to write your words.
Reminder: We'd love to hear your saying your Scot's poem, you can upload it in the assignments folder.
Numeracy Warm Up: Practice counting forwards and backwards. Ask someone at home to count up or down three numbers then you say the next three
number in the sequence. e.g. 5, 6, 7, __, __, __ or 11, 10, 9, __, __, __. Choose numbers that are appropriate for you.
Revision in preparation for doing the Check-up (back page of the Information Handling and Time workbook) tomorrow.
Days of the Week – write the days of the week on a piece of paper or ask an adult to. You can ask someone you live with to read the words. Cut into 7
flashcards. Mix the cards up, lay them out and try to put them in order from Monday. Maybe one of the days could be taken away. Which day is missing?
Interpreting a pictograph – See the 'Fruits We Like' Pictograph for Medium, Hot and Spicy tasks.
Analogue and digital o'clock times - https://www.topmarks.co.uk/Flash.aspx?f=matchingpairstimev3 You can play the four o'clock matching games on
the left. When you click on the game, you can hold down the red button to reveal the cards to help find the pairs.

Across the Curriculum : Burns Night
This week is Scots Week, starting off with Burn’s Night tonight. Why do we celebrate Burn’s night? Find the Rabbie
Burns painting in the virtual classroom on the next slide, click it to hear Miss McKenna tell you more.
Activity:
Time to get suited and booted for a Burns Supper. People often wear kilts to a Burns Supper just like my teddy is.
Find my kilted teddy in the classroom, click on it to follow instructions to create your very own kilt for your favourite
toy or teddy to celebrate Burns Night.

Welcome to P1’s Virtual Classroom
Scots Week
Each day this week, you will be asked to click on an image which
will redirect you to a link to help you with a task. There are some added extra’s too!
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Thursday

'Fruits We Like' Pictograph

Look at the 'Fruits We Like'
pictograph.
Medium task - How many people
like bananas?
How many people like grapes?
How many people like apples?
Hot task – As Medium and
How many people like apples and
oranges?
How many people like grapes and
oranges?

Spicy task – As Hot and
How many more people liked grapes
than oranges?
How many more people liked
bananas than apples?
How many people were asked which
fruit they like?

Tuesday 26th January- We hope this finds you all well and that you will find these suggestions helpful. Please feel free to adapt or extend as you see fit.
Learning intentions: I am
learning to understand how
to read words.
Success criteria:
*blend sounds together to read
words.
*identify tricky words.
New Oxford Owl log in
P1A & P1C: P1ap1c 2021rocks
P1B:
P1BBPS 2020stars

Learning intentions: I can
match tally marks and
numbers. I can show my
understanding of my learning.
Success criteria: I can
*match numbers and tally
mark values.
* complete the final page of
the workbook independently.

Learning intention: I am learning
about Scottish traditions.
Success criteria:
* responding to music through
rhythmic movement.

Literacy: Reading, tricky words and handwriting
Reading – This week you will receive your weekly reading book via assignments. We hope that you enjoy reading at home with support from an
adult. Please avoid reading other titles from the Oxford Owl website as these books may be set as reading homework in the coming weeks. Once
you have finished reading your book you can choose to answer the questions on the next slide. These are 'Bloom's Taxonomy' questions which we
would use in class. Medium = Remembering. Hot =Analysing. Spicy = Creating.
Tricky words – This week we are continuing to practise memorising our tricky words. Words we have learnt so far are go, no, saw, want, was, put,
his, he, me, is, to , the, and I. Please watch Miss Whitehead's tricky words video which will revise the tricky words we have learnt in class. Please
find the 'Roll and read' tricky words game on the following slides. If you do not have a dice, you can use this online dice by following the link https://eslkidsgames.com/classroom-dice. Medium = Roll and read the words. Hot = Roll, read and write the words. Spicy = Roll, read and write a
sentence including the tricky words.
Handwriting – We are continuing to practice groups of letters that have a similar formation. The next group of letters are u, y and f Select one or
two to practice. http://www.ictgames.com/mobilePage/skyWriter/index.html (select cursive)

Numeracy Warm Up: You could try the counting activity from Monday. We've played this game in class. Good warm up counting game
https://www.themathsfactor.com/games/try/gameid=46&prefix=ZONE&config=IPG_CM_Y1_CA_001,%20support&title=Count%20the%20Yeti%
201%20to%2010 Tally Marks – Go to the 'Tally Marks' slide. See if you can help Ms Hunter sort her matching game that she dropped!
Medium Task – Try to match the tally mark values to the numbers. Watch Ms Hunter's Medium Task - https://youtu.be/cBK2ydMkO1g
Hot Task – As medium and you could make your own tally mark and number matching game. You could work with
numbers from 1-20. Watch Ms Hunter's Hot Task - https://youtu.be/hDPNFq24e4A
Spicy Task – As Hot then you could try to group tally marks into groups of 5 e.g.
Watch Ms Hunter's Spicy Task https://youtu.be/ftDWFFSzmA Check-up following revision
Try to do the back page of your Information Handling and Time workbook. Someone in your household can read the instructions to you. You can
use your days of the week flashcards to help with ordering and writing the days of the week.

Across the Curriculum : Health and Wellbeing and Expressive Arts
Ceilidh Dancing
Can you dance the Gay Gordons? This is one of many dances that take place at Scottish parties and Miss McKenna’s favourite. Ask your
brother, sister, Mum or Dad to partner up and learn together! In the virtual classroom click the couple dancing and copy the dance.
Challenge: Can you add your own modern twist to the traditional dance by adding some of your own moves or find another song to dance it to?
Have a look at this video if you’re stuck for ideas: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=lJ8ZiA34uRo

Medium –
Remembering.
Who was in the book?
What happened at the
beginning of the
story?
Where in the book
would you find...?

Hot – Analysing.

Spicy – Creating.

What is your favourite
part of the book?
Why?

If you could give the
story another title,
what would it be?

Can you tell me your
favourite character...
Why?

Create a new front
cover for the story..

Is there a part of the
story that could
happen in real life?

Create a different
ending for the story...

I
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go
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Tally Marks
Ms Hunter was making a matching
game for a video and she dropped
the cards! Can you count the tally
marks and find the matching
number? Ms Hunter added
extra numbers to make it
more challenging. You'll end up with
some spare numbers!
e.g.

tally marks = 2

You could make some cards like
Ms Hunter and play a matching
game.

Wednesday 27th January- We hope this finds you all well and that you will find these suggestions helpful. Please feel free to adapt or extend as you see fit.
Learning intentions: I
am learning to read words
with selected sounds.
Success criteria:
* identify 'sh' and 'ch' in words.
* read and build words with ‘sh'
and 'ch' digraph.

Learning intentions: I am
learning to find a missing
number in a sum.
Success criteria:
*use counters to find numbers.
*count on from a number.
*count backwards from a
number.

Literacy: Phonics and Handwriting
Handwriting – Have another go at practicing one or two of this week's handwriting letters: u, y and f
http://www.ictgames.com/mobilePage/skyWriter/index.html (select cursive)
Phonics
Today we are revising the 'sh' and 'ch' digraphs. Watch Miss McIlwain's 'sh or ch?' clip in the classroom channel, can you help her find the right
digraphs to complete the words. On the slide below find today's 'sh' and 'ch' words to read and build.
Medium: Read and build the words containing 'sh' and 'ch' from the slide' .
Hot: Read the words and sentences from the slide and try writing the words that are under the title 'Child's words to build'
Spicy: Read and write the 'ch' and 'sh' words from the slide, have a go at reading the sentences. Now write a sentence of your own containing both
a 'sh' and a 'ch' word.
Numeracy Warm up: Sequencing numerals – Write out numbers on card/paper. Ask an adult to help you cut them up and randomly arrange them. Put
these cards in order and then say the numbers as you point to them. Try numbers to 10, numbers to 20 or even a range of numbers to 100 for spicy.
Missing Addends – Finding a missing number in a sum.
We are going to be finding the missing number in a sum which can sometimes seem quite tricky. However, we are going to show you three easy ways to
help you work out the answer! Yay! Watch the video showing you how. (1) Working out missing number problems - YouTube You may spot a friend of
ours too. Firstly, you can use counters (or pasta, raisin, whatever you can find!) to help. Secondly, you could use the counting on strategy, and thirdly, you
could use the counting backwards strategy. The video will hopefully help explain these clearly using examples.
Medium: Try using the counters to help ….Numbers to 10 : You could try 3 + ……..= 6, 4 +……..= 9, 5 + …….=7, 8 + ….. = 10, 3 + ….. = 8
Hot: Try using the counters or a different strategy... Numbers to 20: 16 + ….= 19, 15 + …. = 18
12 +…..= 15, 11 + …..= 18,
Spicy: Try using any strategy …..Numbers to 100 +
(32 + ……. = 37, 53 + …….= 59, 47 + …. = 50, 67 +…. = 69, 39 + …..= 40
Can you think of any more questions to challenge yourself?

Learning intentions: I am learning
about interesting Scottish animals.

Across the Curriculum : Scottish Animals

Success criteria:
*listen to information.
*choose animal and identify
important features.
*display learning through drawing.

In the classroom find a picture of a famous Scottish Animal. Click on him to listen to information about Scottish animals.
Activity: Choose an animal from the clip (or maybe you can think of another!) and draw a detailed picture of what you’ve learned about it. You could
include the following in your picture:
- The main picture - Does it have any unique features?
- The background - what is its habitat? (where does it live)
- Surroundings - What does it eat? Is it prey for other animals? (hunted by animals) or is it a predator?

Thursday 28th January- We hope this finds you all well and that you will find these suggestions helpful. Please feel free to adapt or extend as you see fit.
Learning intentions: I am
learning to know how to
write a diary entry.
Success criteria:
* start by writing 'Dear Diary'
*recount what happened by
using I, my and me.
*include the who, the what and
the where of the event.

Learning intentions: I am
learning to find a missing
number in a sum.

Success criteria:
*use counters to find numbers.
*count on from a number.
*count backwards from
a number.

Learning intention: I am learning
about Scottish musical
instruments.

Success criteria:
* identify difference between
more than one sound.
* construct or create an
instrument for a ceilidh band.

Literacy: Writing – This week we are learning about how to write a diary entry. A diary entry is a piece of writing
describing a day in the life of a person or character. You start a diary entry by writing the words 'Dear Diary'. You then
start a new line and describe the events that happened. Diaries are written in the past tense and are told in the first
person using I, my and me e.g. I went to Edinburgh Castle.. My favourite feature was..
Watch Barnaby Bear visiting Edinburgh Castle - https://www.bbc.co.uk/programmes/p0114393. Write a diary entry
imagining that you have visited the castle too. Who were you with? What did you see? Where did you go? What did
you do? Think creatively! Barnaby saw a foot soldier from the past! Did you? Watch Miss Whitehead's video for
support. Draw a detailed picture showing your castle visit and choose an appropriate chilli challenge. Remember to
use finger spaces, capital letters and full stops! Try your best to sound out words independently, by saying the word
slowly, counting the sounds and writing it down e.g., big is 'b' 'i' 'g'. Use your tricky words cards to help you.
Medium: Draw a detailed picture of your visit to Edinburgh Castle and an adult can scribe your diary entry. Hot: Write
a sentence describing your visit to the castle. Spicy: Use more than one sentence to describe your visit to the castle.
Numeracy warm-up: Continue practising your numeral recognition and counting. Watch the video of Mr Crocky Croc and Charlie Chimp playing a game
where they pick a number and count out that number of gingerbread men Gingerbread men number recognition and counting practise - YouTube Can
you have a go at playing this game using the numbers you made yesterday? You could play this to practise your counting, matching and ordering The
Gingerbread Man Game - Counting, Matching and Ordering game (topmarks.co.uk)
Missing Addends (progression from yesterday)
Think about the different strategies we taught you yesterday. Can you try using a different method to the one you used yesterday to solve the following
problems. Watch the video for some help with this. Missing Addends: Finding a Missing Part for Kids - YouTube If you tried Medium and it was OK, why
don’t you try the hot task today?
Medium: Try using one of the 3 strategies to help …Numbers to 10 : You could try 5 + ……..= 8, 3 +……..= 7, 2 + …….=4, 5 + ….. = 10, 4 + ….. = 10
Hot: Can you say or help write a word problem to solve? For example, there were 7 animals altogether. 3 were dogs. How many were cats? 3 +…..=7
Spicy: Can you say/write a harder problem to solve using larger numbers? For example, I had 16 sweets. Harry had 12. How many did Ollie have?

Across the Curriculum : Scottish Music
Many people think about the bagpipes when we talk about Scottish instruments or ceilidh’s when we mention Scottish music. What about
other instruments? I want to introduce you to a wee laddie cried Neil, so find his picture in the classroom and click to listen to his story
(34mins). How many instruments (sounds) can you hear being played? Do they sound the same? NB: each character has their own
instrument. Learn more about them after watching the story by clicking Miss McIlwain’s fiddle in the classroom.
Activity:
Using materials from around your home, can you create your own instrument to “play” along with the story?
You could draw, write or build your instrument. Things to think about: What sound would your instrument make? How would it make that
noise? What part of the story could your instrument be used for? *The instrument does not actually have to make a sound!*
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Friday 29th January - We hope this finds you all well and that you will find these suggestions helpful. Please feel free to adapt or extend as you see fit.
Learning intentions: I can
use my sound knowledge to
spell sh and ch words and/or
cvc words.
Success criteria:
Medium – sound out cvc
words.
Hot – write sh and ch words.
Spicy – write sh and ch words
and tricky words within a
sentence.
Learning intentions:
I am learning how to count
visible and covered
collections.
Success criteria: I can
*count 2 visible collections
(Medium).
* count 1 visible and 1
covered collection (Hot).
*count 2 covered collections
(Spicy).
Learning intentions: I am learning
to deal with my worries.
Success criteria:
* listen to story.
*discuss with an adult any
worries.
*try different way to manage
worries.

Literacy: Listening and talking, Handwriting and Phonics
Reading for Enjoyment – Read a book of your choice with an adult for 10-15 minutes.
Listening and Talking Questions: What is the setting of the story? Remember this is where the story takes place.
Who was your favourite character and why? Can you describe what the character looks like?
Challenge question: Can you describe their personality? (for example, they might be kind, funny or brave)

Medium

Hot

Spicy

tap

fish

pin

shop

men

chip

Tom shut
his chum
in the
shed.

Handwriting – Practise writing cursive u, y and f. You could try writing your letters In shaving foam, steamed up
mirror or glass or even the snow if there is still some outside.

pot

chick

fun

Spelling Dictation – See the grid to the right. You could use letters to build (if you have them) or say the sounds
for each word for Medium, write them for Hot and write the sentence(s) read out to you if you choose Spicy.

Ted ran
to the
shed.

Numeracy:
Counting collections. Get some Lego or something to represent counters e.g. pasta, bricks, stones etc. Ask someone to make groups of items to
count. The picture shows 6 pieces of Lego. Ms Hunter will demonstrate how to make this activity Medium, Hot and Spicy.
Medium Task – Place out two visible collections (groups) of Lego or something similar and count the groups altogether. (0-10)
Watch Ms Hunter's Medium Task - https://youtu.be/ks79FMN_h9s
Hot Task – As Medium then try to cover one collection and add together. Watch Ms Hunter's Hot Task - https://youtu.be/fhBkO9zPfoI
Spicy Task – As Hot then try to cover both collections and add together. Watch Ms Hunter's Spicy Task - https://youtu.be/z4P8MfKyDI0
You could upload a photo of the task you have chosen to complete.
https://pbskids.org/curiousgeorge/busyday/hideseek/
This website encourages you to find the number, number word and items to match from 0-10. Challenge – try to write the number words!

Across the curriculum – Building Resilience (Health and Wellbeing
The school follow a programme called Building Resilience which… well … helps children build resilience. The current block of this programme
is called Talk Things Over. This block is all about how to deal with worries and anxieties. A very appropriate topic at the moment! We have 2
activities for you today. But first, listen to the story “The Huge Bag of Worries”… https://youtu.be/8QwEOSBjOt8 .
Activity 1: Build a Worry Monster – Use pieces of recycling. The worry monster must have a large mouth as it is going to collect your worries.
More information on the next page.
Activity 2: Throwing Worries Away - a fun activity if your child is worrying or frustrated about something specific. Draw a picture of your worry,
write it out or both! Stick it up to your wall and roll a pair of socks to throw at it. After a while ask the children look at it recognise if they feel
better now they can scrunch it up and throw it away.
Enjoy the rest of the Scots Week classroom, there are some extra links we’ve not used for our learning which you could explore.

